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Complexité paramétrique du problème du sous-graphede plus petite taille sous ontraintes de degréRésumé : Le but de et artile est d'introduire et d'étudier le problème suivant, appeléMSMDd: Étant donné un graphe G, trouver le plus petit sous-graphe induit ayant le degréminimum au moins d, pour d un nombre entier �xé (pour d = 2, ela revient à trouver leyle de plus petite taille). Ce problème est fortement lié au problème de sous-graphe leplus dense, et a des appliations pratiques.Nous démontrons que pour un graphe général, MSMSd n'est pas FPT pour d ≥ 3 enprouvant qu'il est dur pour la lasse W[1℄ des problèmes paramétriques. La rédution estfaite à partir du problème de la Clique Multi-olorée. Du point de vue algorithmique,on prouve que le problème est FPT pour la lasse des graphes mineur-exlus et la lassedes graphes de largeur arboresente loalement bornée. En partiulier, ei démontre que leproblème est FPT pour di�érentes lasses de graphes: les graphes planaires, les graphes degenre borné, et les graphes de degré borné, . . . .On obtient aussi des résultats analogues pour quelques variations du problème.Mots-lés : Complexité paramétrique, Algorithme FPT, Sous-graphe dense, Mineur degraphe.



Parameterized Complexity of the Smallest Degree Constraint Subgraph Problem 31 IntrodutionIn our �rst ourse on algorithms, the �rst few graph algorithms we learn are breadth �rst-searh (BFS), depth �rst-searh (DFS), and to test whether a graph is ayli using BFS.Then we move on to more omplex algorithms and learn how to �nd the smallest subgraphof degree at least two, i.e. we are talking about a polynomial time algorithm to �nd ashortest yle in the graph. The goal of this paper is to initiate an algorithmi study ofthe generalization of this natural problem in the realm of parameterized omplexity. Morepreisely, the problem we study is de�ned as follows:Minimum Subgraph of Minimum Degree ≥d (MSMDd): Given a graph G =
(V, E) and positive integers d and k, k being the parameter, the problem is to hekwhether there exists a subset S ⊆ V , with |S| ≤ k, suh that G[S] has minimum degreeat least d.Besides generalizing the girth problem, our motivations for studying this problem arethe followings: First, the problem is losely related to the well studied Dense k-Subgraphproblem; Seondly, from pratial appliations, the problem is motivated by its lose on-netion to Tra� Grooming Problem. We brie�y explain these two onnetions:� The Dense k-Subgraph problem: We �rst de�ne the density of a graph G = (V, E).The density of G, ρ(G) is its edges-to-verties ratio, that is ρ(G) := |E|

|V | . More generally,for any subset S ⊂ V , we all density of S, ρG(S) or simply ρ(S), the density of theindued graph on S, i.e. ρ(S) := ρ(G[S]). The problem is formulated as follows:Dense k-Subgraph (DkS): Given a graphG = (V, E), �nd a subset S of verties,with |S| = k, suh that ρ(S) is maximized.First of all, note that NP-hardness of DkS easily follows from hardness of Clique.On the other hand, if we do not �x the size of S, then �nding a densest subgraph of Gredues to theMax-Flow Min-Cut problem, and hene an be solved in polynomialtime, see Chapter 4 of [14℄ for more details.Now we show how MSMDd is related to DkS. Suppose we are looking for an induedsubgraph G[S] of size at most k and with density at least ρ. In addition assume that
S is minimal, i.e. no subset of S has density greater than ρ(S). First of all, note thatevery vertex of G[S] has degree at least ρ/2. To see this, observe that if there is avertex v with degree stritly smaller than ρ/2, then removing v from S results in asubgraph of density greater than ρ(S) and a smaller size, ontraditing the minimalityof S. Seondly, if we have an indued subgraph G[S] of minimum degree at least ρthen it is a subset of density at least ρ/2. These two observations together show that,modulo a onstant fator, looking for a densest subgraph of G of size at most k isequivalent to looking for the largest possible value of ρ for whih MSMDρ returnsYes for the parameter k.
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4 O. Amini & I. Sau & S. SaurabhThe Dense k-Subgraph problem has attrated a lot of attention mainly in approxi-mation algorithms, see [9℄, [5℄, [13℄ and [2℄ for more details.� Tra� grooming in optial networks is the proess of paking several small tra� �owsinto larger units, whih an be then proessed as single entities. For example, in anetwork using both time-division and wavelength-division multiplexing, �ows whihare destined to a ommon node an be put on the same wavelength, allowing them tobe dropped by a single optial add-drop multiplexer. The objetives of grooming areto improve bandwidth utilization and to minimize the equipment ost of the network.In WDM optial networks, the most aepted riterion is to minimize the number ofeletroni terminations, namely the number of SONET ADMs. See [7℄ for a generalsurvey on grooming. It has been reently proved that tra� grooming in optialnetworks an be redued (modulo polylogarithmi fators) to DkS, or equivalently toMSMDd, see [1℄. In fat, in graph theoretial terms, the problem an be translatedto partitioning of the edges of a given request graph into subgraphs satisfying ertainload onstraints, and the objetive is to minimize the total number of verties ofthe subgraphs of the partition. Hene, in this ontext, partitioning a given set ofedges while minimizing the total number of verties is where, the DkS or equivalentlyMSMDd problem omes into plays.Parameterized Complexity is a reent approah to deal with intratable omputationalproblems having some parameters that an be relatively small with respet to the input size.This area has been developed extensively during the last deade. For deision problems withinput size n, and a parameter k, the goal is to design an algorithm with runtime f(k)nO(1)where f is a funtion of k alone. Problems having suh an algorithm are said to be �xedparameter tratable (FPT). There is also a theory of parameterized intratability usingwhih one an identify parameterized problems that are unlikely to admit �xed parametertratable algorithms. There is a hierarhy of intratable parameterized problem lassesabove FPT, the important ones are:FPT ⊆ M[1℄ ⊆ W[1℄ ⊆ M[2℄ ⊆ W[2℄ ⊆ · · · ⊆ W[P℄ ⊆ XPThe book by Downey and Fellows [6℄ provides a good introdution to the topi of parame-terized omplexity. The prinipal analogue of the lassial intratability lass NP is W[1℄,whih is a strong analogue, beause a fundamental problem omplete for W[1℄ is the k-Step Halting Problem for Nondeterministi Turing Mahines (with unlimitednondeterminism and alphabet size); this ompleteness result provides an analogue of Cook'sTheorem in lassial omplexity. A onvenient soure of W[1℄-hardness redutions is pro-vided by the result that k-Clique is omplete for W[1℄. The prinipal �working algorithmi�way of showing that a parameterized problem is unlikely to be �xed-parameter tratable isto prove W[1℄-hardness. The important property of a parameterized redution between pa-rameterized problems Π and Π′ is that the input (x, k) to Π should be transformed to input
(x′, k′) for Π′, so that the reeiving parameter k′ is a funtion only of the parameter k for thesoure problem. The time taken for redution ould be f(k)nO(1) where f is a funtion of kINRIA



Parameterized Complexity of the Smallest Degree Constraint Subgraph Problem 5alone. For reent developments see the books by Flum and Grohe [11℄ and by Niedermeier[15℄.In the �rst part of this paper we show that MSMDd is not �xed parameter tratable byshowing it to be W[1℄-hard for any d ≥ 3 in general graphs. In general the parameterizedredutions are very stringent beause of parameter preserving requirements of the redutionand requires a lot of tehnial are. Our redution is based on a new methodology emergingin parameterized omplexity so alled multi-olor lique edge representation and has proveduseful in showing various problems to be W[1℄-hard reently [3℄. We �rst spell out a stepby step proedure to use this methodology whih ould be used as a template for futurepurposes. Then we exemplify this methodology with the redution for MSMDd problems.Our redution is robust in the sense that many similar problems an be shown to be W[1℄-hard with just minor modi�ations.After showing MSMDd to be W[1℄-hard in general graphs, we fous on graph lasseswhere the problem an be shown to be FPT. In the seond part of the paper we show thatMSMDd problems are �xed parameter tratable on all graphs exluding a �xed minor M ,whih in partiular means that these problems are FPT on planar graphs and graphs withbounded genus. Our algorithms use dynami programming over graphs with bounded tree-width and a few deep results onerning the lique deomposition of M -minor free graphsdeveloped by Robertson and Seymour in their Graph Minor Theory [17℄. Finally, we wouldlike to stress that our dynami programming over graphs with bounded (loal) treewidthis very generi and an handle any variations on degree onstraints subgraph problem withsimple hanges.Let G be a graph. We use V (G) and E(G) to denote the verties and the edges of Grespetively. We simply write V and E if the graph is lear from the ontext. For V ′ ⊆ Vwe de�ne an indued subgraph G[V ′] = (V ′, E′), where E′ = {uv ∈ E : u, v ∈ V ′}. Let
v ∈ V , we denote by N(v) the neighborhood of v, namely N(v) = {u ∈ V : uv ∈ E}. Thelosed neighborhood N [v] of v is N(v) ∪ {v}. In the same way we de�ne N [S] for S ⊆ Vas N [S] = ∪v∈SN [v] and N(S) = N [S] \ S. We de�ne the degree of vertex v in G as thenumber of verties inident to v in G. Namely, d(v) = |{u ∈ V (G) : uv ∈ E(G)}|.2 Fixed Parameter In-Tratability of MSMDd for d ≥ 3In this setion we give a W[1℄-hardness redution for MSMDd. Before, we formally de�neparameterized redutions:De�nition 1 Let Π, Π′ be two parameterized problems. We say that Π is (uniformly many:1)reduible to Π′ if there is an algorithm Φ whih transforms (x, k) into (x′, g(k)) in time
f(k)|x|α, where f, g : N → N are arbitrary funtions and α is a onstant independent of k,so that (x, k) ∈ Π if and only if (x′, g(k)) ∈ Π′. Here (x, k) and (x′, k′) are instanes of Πand Π′ respetively.
RR n° 0123456789



6 O. Amini & I. Sau & S. SaurabhOur redution is from Multi-Color Clique, whih is known to be W[1℄-omplete [10℄(by a simple redution from the ordinaryClique) and is based on the methodology known asmulti-olor edge representation. The Multi-Color Clique problem is de�ned as follows:Multi-olor Clique : Input: a graph G together with a proper k-oloring of theverties of G. The problem is parameterized by k. Question: Is there a k-lique in Gonsisting of exatly one vertex of eah olor?Consider an instane G = (V, E) ofMulti-olor Clique with its verties olored with theset of olors {c1, · · · , ck}. Let V [ci] denote the set of verties of olor ci. Let e = {u, v} bean edge of G with u ∈ V [ci] and v ∈ V [cj ], and i < j. We �rst replae eah suh edge e bya 2-iruit, that is we replae e by two ars ef = (u, v) and eb = (v, u). The ar ef = (u, v)(resp. eb = (v, u)) will be alled forward (resp. bakward). By abuse of notation, we alsoall this digraph G. Let E[ci, cj ] be the set of ars e = (u, v), with u ∈ V [ci] and v ∈ V [cj ],for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ k. We also assume that |V [ci]| = N for all i, and that |E[ci, cj]| = M for all
i 6= j, i.e. we assume that the olor lasses of G, and also the ar sets between them, haveuniform sizes. For a simple justi�ation of this assumption, we an redue Multi-olorClique to itself, taking a union of k! disjoint opies of G, one for eah permutation of theolor set.In this methodology, the basi enoding briks orrespond to ars of G whih we all argadget (in our redution, these are graphs of regular degree d − 1, whih we represent by
Cex for x ∈ {f, b}, see Subsetions 2.1 and 2.2). We generally have three kinds of gadgetsthat we all Seletion, Coherene and Math Gadget. These are all engineered togetherto get an overall redution gadget for the problem. In the optimal solution to the problem,the Seletion Gadget ensures that exatly one ar gadget is seleted among ar gadgetsorresponding to ars going from olor lasses V [ci] to another olor lass V [cj ]. Let V [ci]be a �xed olor lass. The Coherene Gadget makes sure that the out-going ars from
V [ci], orresponding to the seleted ar gadgets, have a ommon vertex in V [ci]. That is allthe ars orresponding to these seleted ar gadgets emanates from the same vertex in V [ci].Finally, Math Gadget ensures that if we have seleted an ar gadget orresponding to anar (u, v) from V [ci] to V [cj ] then the ar gadget seleted from V [cj ] to V [ci] orresponds to
(v, u). That is both of ef and eb are seleted together. In what follows, we show how to adhereto this general strategy and obtain a redution from Multi-olor Clique to MSMDd for
d ≥ 3. To simplify the presentation, we �rst desribe our redution in details for the ase
d = 3. The required modi�ations for the ase d ≥ 4 is then explained in Subsetion 2.2.2.1 Gadget Constrution and Hardness Result for the Case d = 3We have k(k − 1) lusters of gadgets. One luster eah for the set of ars E[ci, cj ], for
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ k. Remember that an ar a ∈ E[ci, cj] is forward if i < j, and is bakward if
i > j.Forward Seletion Gadget: If i < j: For eah ar ef = (u, v) ∈ E[ci, cj ] we have a yle
Cef of length 2 + 2(k − 2) + 3 with vertex set: INRIA



Parameterized Complexity of the Smallest Degree Constraint Subgraph Problem 7� seletion verties: ef
s1, ef

s2, and ef
s3;� oherene verties: ef

ch1r, e
f
ch2r, for all r ∈ {1, . . . , k} and r 6= i, j; and� math verties: ef

m1 and ef
m2.Now we add a new vertex Aci,cj
, and onnet it to all the seletion verties of the yles Ceffor all e ∈ E[ci, cj ]. In other words, we add all the edges of the form {Aci,cj

, ef
s1}, {Aci,cj

, ef
s2},and {Aci,cj

, ef
s3} where ef ∈ E[ci, cj ] and ef

s1, ef
s2 and ef

s3 are on Cef . This ompletes theonstrution of the forward seletion gadget between ci and cj , and we all it Si,j . Reallthat i < j.Bakward Seletion Gadget: If i > j: For eah ar eb = (u, v) ∈ E[ci, cj ] we have ayle Ceb of length 2 + 2(k − 2) + 3 with vertex set:� seletion verties: eb
s1, eb

s2, and eb
s3;� oherene verties: eb

ch1r, e
b
ch2r, for all r ∈ {1, . . . , k} and r 6= i, j; and� math verties: eb

m1 and eb
m2.Now we add a new vertex Aci,cj

and add all the edges from it to all the seletion vertiesof yles Ceb where eb ∈ E[ci, cj ]. In other words, as in the previous ase, we add all theedges {Aci,cj
, eb

s1}, {Aci,cj
, eb

s2}, and {Aci,cj
, eb

s3} where e ∈ E[ci, cj], and eb
s1, eb

s2 and eb
s3are on Ceb . This ompletes the onstrution of the bakward seletion gadget and we all it

Si,j . Reall that i > j and so there is no onfusion with the last de�nition.Coherene Gadget: Fix an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let us onsider all the seletion gadgets of theform Si,p, p ∈ {1, · · · , k} and p 6= i. For any u ∈ V [ci], and any two indies 1 ≤ p 6= q ≤ k,
p 6= i, q 6= i we add two new verties upq and uqp, and a new edge {upq, uqp}. For every ar
e = (u, v) ∈ E[ci, cp], with u ∈ V [ci], we pik the yle Cex , x ∈ {f, b} depending on whether
e is forward or bakward, and add two edges of the form {ech1q, upq} and {ech2q, upq}.Similarly, for an ar e = (u, w) ∈ E[ci, cq], with u ∈ V [ci], we pik the yle Cex , x ∈ {f, b},and add two edges {ech1p, uqp} and {ech2p, uqp}, see Figure 1.Math Gadget: For the two ars ef = (u, v) and eb = (v, u), we onsider the two yles
Cef and Ceb orresponding to ef and eb. Now, we add two new verties e∗ and e∗, a mathingedge {e∗, e∗}, and all the edges of the form {ef

m1, e
∗}, {ef

m2, e
∗}, {eb

m1, e∗} and {eb
m2, e∗}where ef

m1, ef
m2 are math verties on Cef , and eb

m1 , eb
m2 are math verties on Ceb .This ompletes the onstrution of all the gadgets, see Figure 1. We all this graph GG.Now, we show the desired redution through a sequene of simple laims.Claim 1 Let G be an instane of Multi-olor Clique, and GG be the graph we on-struted above. If G has a multi-olored k-lique then GG has a 3-regular subgraph of size

k′ = (3k + 1)k(k − 1).RR n° 0123456789



8 O. Amini & I. Sau & S. Saurabh
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Figure 1: Gadget used in the redution of the proof of Theorem 1Proof: Let ω be a multi-olor lique of size k in G. Now for every edge e ∈ E(ω), selet theorresponding yles Cef , Ceb in GG. Let us de�ne S as follows
S =

⋃

e∈ω,x∈{f,b}

NGG
[V (Cex )]where N [A] is the union of A and all the neighborhood of verties in A. It is straightforwardto hek that GG[S] is a 3-regular subgraph of GG. �Claim 2 Any subgraph of GG of minimum degree at least three should ontain one of theyles Cex , x ∈ {b, f}, orresponding to ar gadgets.Proof: First of all, if suh a subgraph of GG intersets a yle Cex then it must ontainall of its verties. Seondly, if we remove all the verties orresponding to edge gadgets in

GG, then the remaining graph is a forest. Hene, these two fats together imply that anyINRIA



Parameterized Complexity of the Smallest Degree Constraint Subgraph Problem 9subgraph of G (G) of minimum degree at least three should interset at least one yle Cexorresponding to an ar gadget, and hene ontains Cex . �Claim 3 If GG ontains a subgraph of size k′ = (3k + 1)k(k − 1), and of minimum degreeat least three, then G has a multi-olored k-lique.Proof: Let H = G[S] be a subgraph of size k′ and with minimum degree at least three.Now, by Claim 2, S must ontain all the verties of a yle orresponding to one ar gadget.Further more, notie that one we have a vertex of a yle in S, then all the verties of thisyle and their neighbors belong to S to ensure the degree ondition in H . Without loss ofgenerality, let Cef be this yle, and suppose that it belongs to the gadget Si,j , i.e e ∈ E[ci, cj ]and i < j. Notie that, by onstrution, it fores some of the other verties to belong to
S. First, its math verties fore the yle Ceb of Sj,i to be in S. The oherene verties of
Cef fore S to ontain at least one yle in Si,l, for all l ∈ {1, · · · , k}, l 6= i. They in turnfore S to ontain at least one yle in eah other gadget Sp,q for all p 6= q ∈ {1, . . . , k}.The seletion verties of eah suh yle in Sp,q fore S to ontain Ap,q. But beause of ourondition on the size of S (|S| = k′), we an easily hek that we an selet only one ylegadget from eah of the gadgets Sp,q. Let E′ be the set of edges in E(G) orresponding to aryles gadgets seleted in S. First of all, beause of the math verties, one ef ∈ E′ it fores
eb ∈ E′. On the other hand, beause S is minimum, for eah i ≤ k, all the orrespondingars in E′ from V [ci] to other V [cp]'s have a ommon vertex in V [ci]. To see this, let us taketwo ars e = (u, v) ∈ (E[ci, cp]∩E′) and e′ = (u′, w) ∈ (E[ci, cq]∩E′). Now the four verties
upq, uqp, u′

pq and u′
qp belong to S. If u is di�erent from u′ then it would imply that S hasat least 2 elements more than the expeted size k′, whih would ontradit the ondition onthe size of S. All these fats together imply that G[V (E′)] forms a multi-olored k-lique inthe original graph G. �Claims 1 and 3 together yield:Theorem 1 MSMD3 is W[1℄-hard.In the next subsetion, we show how to modify the proof of Theorem 1 for larger values of

d.2.2 Generalizing the W[1℄-hardness of MSMDd for d ≥ 4Here, we generalize the redution given in Subsetion 2 for d ≥ 4. The main idea is tohange the role of the yles Ce by a (d − 1)-regular graph of appropriate size. We showbelow all the neessary hanges in the onstrution of the gadgets to ensure that the sameproof for d = 3 works for d ≥ 4.Let us take C to be a (d− 1)-regular graph of size (d− 1)+ (d− 1)(k− 2)+ d. As before,we replae eah edge e by two ars ef and eb. For eah ar ex ∈ E[ci, cj], we add a opy of
C, that we all Cex , with vertex set:
RR n° 0123456789



10 O. Amini & I. Sau & S. Saurabh� seletion verties: ex
s1, ex

s2, · · · , ex
sd;� oherene verties: ex

ch1r, · · · , ex
ch(d−1)r, for all r ∈ {1, . . . , k}, r 6= i, j; and� math verties: ex

m1, · · · , ex
m(d−1).Seletion Gadgets for d ≥ 4: W.l.g. suppose that x = f . As before, we add a vertex

Aci,cj
, and for all ar ef ∈ E[ci, cj ] we add all the edges from Aci,cj

to all the seletionverties of the graph Cef . We again all this gadget Si,j .Coherene Gadget for d ≥ 4: Fix an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Now let onsider all the seletiongadgets of the form Si,p, p ∈ {1, · · · , k} and p 6= i.For any u ∈ V [ci], and any two indies p 6= q ≤ k, p, q 6= i, we add a new edge
{upq, uqp}. For every ar e = (u, v) ∈ E[ci, cp], with u ∈ V [ci], we pik the graph Cex ,
x ∈ {f, b}, depending on how e is forward or bakward, and add d − 1 edges of the form
{ech1q, upq}, {ech2q, upq}, . . . , {ech(d−1)q, upq}. Similarly for an edge e = (u, w) ∈ E[ci, cq],with u ∈ V [ci], we pik the graph Cex , x ∈ {f, b}, and add d − 1 edges of the form
{ech1p, uqp}, . . . , {ech(d−1)p, uqp}.Math Gadget for d ≥ 4: For the two ars ef = (u, v) and eb = (v, u), we onsider thetwo graphs Cef and Ceb orresponding to ef and eb. Now we add a mathing edge {e∗, e∗}and add all the edges of the form {ef

m1, e
∗}, . . . , {ef

m(d−1), e
∗} and {eb

m1, e∗}, . . . , {e
b
m1, e∗}where ef

mi, eb
mi are math verties of Cef and of Ceb respetively.This ompletes the onstrution. It is not very hard to see that a proof similar to thatof Theorem 1 ould be given by showing that G, an instane of multi-olor lique, has amulti-olored lique of size k if and only if GG has a subgraph of size k′ = dk + 1 withminimum degree d. Beause of lak of spae, we just state the following theorem.Theorem 2 MSMDd is W[1℄-hard for all d ≥ 3.If we replae the requirement of �nding an indued subgraph of size at most k of degreeat least d inMSMDd with the requirement of �nding a d-regular "indued subgraph" (resp."subgraph") H of G of size at most k, we getMI-d-RSP (resp. M-d-RSP) problem. Notiethat the minimum subgraph of degree at least d in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 turnsout to be an indued subgraph of regular degree d in GG. As a onsequene we obtain thefollowing orollary:Corollary 1 MI-d-RSP and M-d-RSP are W[1℄-hard for all d ≥ 3.3 FPT algorithms for Graphs with Exluded MinorsIn this setion we show that MSMDd is FPT for all the graphs exluding a �xed minor

M . We �rst give neessary de�nitions required to handle these lasses of graphs in the nextINRIA



Parameterized Complexity of the Smallest Degree Constraint Subgraph Problem 11subsetion and then in the following subsetions we give our parametrized algorithms forMSMDd for any d ≥ 3.3.1 PreliminariesA tree-deomposition of a graph G = (V, E) is a pair (T,X ), where T = (I, F ) is a tree, and
X = {Xi}, i ∈ I is a family of subsets of V (G), alled bags and indexed by the nodes of T ,suh that1. eah vertex v ∈ V appears in at least one bag, i.e. ⋃

i∈I Xi = V ;2. for eah v ∈ V the set of nodes indexed by {i | i ∈ I, v ∈ Xi} forms a subtree of T ;3. For eah edge e = (x, y) ∈ E, there is an i ∈ I suh that x, y ∈ Xi.The width of a tree-deomposition, denoted by w((T,X )) equals maxi∈I{|Xi| − 1}. Thetree-width of G, denoted by tw(G), is the minimum width of a tree-deomposition of G.This de�nition of tree-width an been generalized to take into aount the loal propertiesof G and is alled loal tree-width. To de�ne it formally we �rst need to de�ne r-neighborhoodof verties of G. The distane dG(u, v) between two verties u and v of G is the length ofthe shortest path in G from u to v. For r ≥ 1, a r-neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V is de�nedas N r
G(v) = {u | dG(v, u) ≤ r}. The loal tree-width of a graph G is a funtion ltwG : N → Nwhih to every integer r ∈ N assoiates the maximum tree-width of an r-neighborhood ofverties of G, i.e.

ltwG(r) = max
v∈V (G)

{tw(G[N r
G(v)])}.A graph lass G has bounded loal tree-width, if there exists a funtion f : N → N suhthat for eah graph G ∈ G , and for eah integer r ∈ N, we have ltwG(r) ≤ f(r). For a givenfuntion f : N → N, Gf is the lass of all graphs G of loal tree-width at most f , i.e. suhthat ltwG(r) ≤ f(r) for every r ∈ N. See [8℄ and [12℄ for more details.3.2 Graphs with Bounded Loal Tree-Width:To obtain our results, we need the following lemma whih gives the time omplexity of�nding a smallest indued subgraph of degree at least d in graphs with bounded tree-width.Lemma 1 Let G be a graph on n verties with a tree-deomposition of width at most t and

d be a positive integer. Then we an either �nd a smallest indued subgraph of degree atleast d in G or answer no if no suh subgraph exits in time O((d + 1)t(t + 1)d2

n).Proof: Let (T,X ) be the given tree-deomposition. We suppose that T is a rooted tree,and that the deomposition is nie, whih means:� Any node has at most two hildren;
RR n° 0123456789



12 O. Amini & I. Sau & S. Saurabh� For any node t with exatly two hildren t1 and t2, we have Xt = Xt1 = Xt2 ;� For any node t with exatly one hild s we have Xt ⊂ Xs and |Xs| = |Xt| + 1, or
Xs ⊂ Xt and |Xt| = |Xs| + 1.Note that suh a deomposition always exists and an be found in linear time, and in fat wean suppose that |V (T )| = O(n). As it is usual in algorithms based on tree deompositions,we propose a dynami programming approah based on this deomposition, whih at theend either produes a onneted subgraph of G of minimum degree at least d and of size atmost k, or deides that G does not have any suh subgraph.Now that the tree deomposition is rooted, we an speak of the subgraph de�ned by thesubtree rooted at node i. More preisely, for any node i of T , let Yi be the set of all vertiesthat appear either in Xi or in Xj for some desendant j of i. Denote by G[Yi] the graphindued by the nodes in Yi.Note that if i is a node in the tree and j1 and j2 are two hildren, then Yj1 and Yj2 aredisjoint exept for verties in Xi, i.e. Yj1 ∩Yj2 = Xi. A {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , d}-oloring of vertiesin Xi is a funtion ci : Xi → {0, 1, . . . , d − 1, d}. Let supp(c) = {v ∈ Xi| c(v) 6= 0} be thesupport of c.For any suh {0, 1, . . . , d}-oloring c of verties in Xi, let a(i, c) be the minimum size ofan indued subgraph H(i, c) of G[Yi], whih has degree c(v) for every v ∈ Xi with c(v) 6= d,and degree at least d on its other verties. Note that H(i, c) ∩ Xi = supp(c). If suh asubgraph does not exist, we de�ne a(i, c) = +∞.We develop reursive formulas for a(i, c). In the base ase, i is a leaf of the tree de-omposition. Hene Yi = Xi. We would like to know the size of the minimum induedsubgraph with presribed degrees, but this is exatly |supp(c)| if G[supp(c)] satis�es thedegree onditions, and is +∞ if it does not.In the reursive ase, node i has at least one hild. We distinguish ases, depending onthe size of the bag of i and its number of hildren:� Assume �rst that i has only one hild, say j, Xi ⊂ Xj , and so |Xj | = |Xi| + 1 and
Xi = Xj \ {v} for some vertex v. Also, Yi = Yj , sine Xi does not add any newverties. Consider a oloring c : Xi → {0, 1, . . . , d}. Consider the two olorings c0 :
Xj → {0, 1, . . . , d} and c1 : Xj → {0, 1, . . . , d} of Xj , de�ned as follows: c0 = c1 = con Xi, and c0(v) = 0, c1(v) = d. Then we let a(i, c) = min{a(j, c0), a(j, c1)}.� Now assume that i has only one hild, say again j, and that |Xj | = |Xi| − 1 and so
Xj ⊂ Xi and Xj = Xi \ {v} for some vertex v. Also, Yj = Yi \ {v}. Let c be a oloringof Xi. It is lear that the only neighbours of v in G[Yi] are already in Xi.� If c(v) ≥ 1, for any olletion A of c(v) edges in G[Xi] onneting v to verties

v1, . . . , vc(v), with c(vi) ≥ 1 (note that suh a olletion may not exist at all), weonsider the oloring cA of Xj as follows: cA(vi) = c(vi)− 1 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ c(v),and cA(w) = c(w) for any other vertex w. Then we de�ne
a(i, c) = min

A
{a(j, cA)} + 1

INRIA



Parameterized Complexity of the Smallest Degree Constraint Subgraph Problem 13� If c(v) = 0, we simply de�ne a(i, c) = a(j, c).Note that we have at most (t)d+1 hoies for suh a olletion A.� In the last ase, we an suppose that i has two hildren j1 and j2, and so Xi = Xj1 =
Xj2 . Let c be a oloring of Xi, then supp(c) ⊂ Xi is part of the subgraph we arelooking for. For any vertex v ∈ Xi, we alulate the degree dG[Xi](v). We supposethat v has degree dv

1 , d
v
2 in H ∩ G[Yj1 ], H ∩ G[Yj2 ] (H is the subgraph we are lookingfor). These degree sequenes should be in suh a way to guarantee the degree onditionon v imposed by the oloring c. In other words, if c(v) ≤ d − 1 then we should have

dv
1 + dv

2 − dG[Xi] = c(v), and if c(v) = d, then dv
1 + dv

2 − dG[Xi] ≥ d. Every suhsequene D = {dv
1, d

v
2| v ∈ Xi} on verties of Xi determines two olorings cD1 and cD2of Xj1 and Xj2 respetively. For eah suh pair of olorings, let H1 and H2 be theminimum subgraphs with these degree onstraints in G[Yj1 ] and G[Yj2 ] respetively.Then H1 ∪ H2 satis�es the degree onstraints imposed by c. We de�ne

a(i, c) = min
D

{|H | | H = H1 ∪ H2}for all degree distributions as above. For every vertex we have at most d2 possibledegree hoies for dv
1 and dv

2. We have also |Xi| ≤ t + 1. This implies that theminimum is taken over at most (t + 1)d2 olorings.As the size of our tree-deomposition is linear on n, we an determine all the values a(i, c)for every i ∈ V (T ) and every oloring of Xi in time linear in n. Now return the minimumvalue of a(i, c) omputed for all olorings c, values in the set {0, d} assigning at least onenon-zero value. The time dependene on t follows from the size of bags and the hoies wemade using the olorings. �Theorem 3 MSMDd is �xed parameter tratable on Gf for all d ≥ 3 and the algorithmruns in time O((d + 1)f(2k)(f(2k) + 1)d2

n2).Proof: Given the input graph G = (V, E) ∈ Gf , we �rst notie that if there exists an induedsubgraph H of G of size at most k with degree at least d then H ould be supposed to beonneted. Seondly, if we know a vertex v of H then H is ontained in N r
G[v] whih hasdiameter at most 2k. Now there exists the desired H if and only if there exists a v ∈ V suhthat H is ontained in N r

G[v]. So to solve the problem we �nd tree-deomposition of N r
G[v]for all v ∈ V of width f(2k) in polynomial time and then run the algorithm of Lemma 1 toobtain the desired result. �The funtion f(k) is known to be 3k, Cggk and b(b− 1)k−1 for planar graphs, graphs ofgenus g and graphs of degree at most b respetively [8, 12℄. Here Cg is a onstant dependingonly on genus g of the graph. Now as an easy orollary to Theorem 3 we have the following.
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14 O. Amini & I. Sau & S. SaurabhCorollary 1 MSMDd an be solved in O((d + 1)6k(6k + 1)d2

n2), O((d + 1)2Cggk(2Cggk +

1)d2

n2) and O((d+1)2b(b−1)k−1

(2b(b−1)k−1+1)d2

n2) time in planar graphs, graphs of genus
g and graphs of degree at most b respetively.3.3 M-minor free graphsIn this subsetion we generalize the results of the last subsetion to the lass of M -minorfree graphs. To present the results, we �rst introdue all the required de�nitions.De�nition 2 (Clique-Sums) Let G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2) be two disjoint graphs,and k ≥ 0 an integer. For i = 1, 2, let Wi ⊂ Vi, form a lique of size h and let G′

i be thegraph obtained from Gi by removing a set of edges (possibly empty) from the lique Gi[Wi].Let F : W1 → W2 be a bijetion between W1 and W2. We de�ne the h-lique-sum or the
h-sum of G1 and G2, denoted by G1 ⊕h,F G2, or simply G1 ⊕G2 if there is no onfusion, asthe graph obtained by taking the union of G′

1 and G′
2 by identifying w ∈ W1 with F (w) ∈ W2,and by removing all the multiple edges. The images of the verties of W1 and W2 in Gi⊕G2is alled the join of the sum.We remark that ⊕ is not well de�ned; di�erent hoies of G′

i and the bijetion F ouldgive di�erent lique-sums. A sequene of h-sums, not neessarily unique, whih result in agraph G, is alled a lique-sum deomposition of G.De�nition 3 (h-nearly embeddable graphs) Let Σ be a surfae with boundary yles
C1, . . . , Ch. A graph G is h-nearly embeddable in Σ, if G has a subset X of size at most h,alled apies, suh that there are (possibly empty) subgraphs G0, . . . , Gh of G \ X suh that1. G \ X = G0 ∪ · · · ∪ Gh,2. G0 is embeddable in Σ, we �x an embedding of G0,3. G1, . . . , Gh are pairwise disjoint,4. for 1 ≤ · · · ≤ h, let Ui := {ui1 , . . . , uimi

} = V (G0) ∩ V (Gi), Gi has a path deomposi-tion (Bij), 1 ≤ j ≤ mi) of width at most h suh that(a) for 1 ≤ i ≤ h and for 1 ≤ j ≤ mi we have uj ∈ Bij(b) for 1 ≤ i ≤ h, we have V (G0) ∩ Ci = {ui1 , . . . , uimi
} and the points ui1 , . . . , uimiappear on Ci in this order (either if we walk lokwise or anti-lokwise).The lass of graphs h-nearly embeddable in a �xed surfae Σ has linear loal tree-widthafter removing the set of apies. Now the result of Robertson and Seymour is as follows:Theorem 4 (Robertson and Seymour [17℄) For every graph M there exists an integer

h, depending only on the size of M , suh that every graph exluding M as a minor an beobtained by lique sums of order at most h from graphs that an be h-nearly embedded in asurfae Σ in whih M an not be embedded. INRIA



Parameterized Complexity of the Smallest Degree Constraint Subgraph Problem 15Note that suh a lique deomposition an be found in polynomial time, see [5℄.Let G be a M -minor free graph, and (T,B = {Bt}), a lique-deomposition of G givenby Theorem 4 and obtained in polynomial time using the result in [5℄. Given this rootedtree T , we de�ne At := Bt ∩ Bp(t) where p(t) is the unique parent of the vertex t in T , and
Ar = ∅. Let B̂t be the graph obtained from Bt by adding all possible edges between theverties of At and also between the verties of As, for eah hild s of t, making At and As'sas liques. In this way, G beomes a h-lique sum of the graphs B̂t, aording to the abovetree T and an also be viewed as a tree-deomposition given by (T,B = {Bt}), where eah
B̂t is h-nearly embeddable in a surfae Σ in whih M an not be embedded. Let Xt be theset of apies of B̂t. Then |Xt| ≤ h, and B̂t \Xt has linear loal tree-width. By Gt we denotethe subgraph indued by all verties of Bt ∪s Bs, s being a desendant of t in T .Again to simplify the presentation, here we give the proof of Theorem 5 for the ase
d = 3. Reall that we are looking for a subset of verties S, of size at most k, whih induesa graph H = G[S] of minimum degree at least three.Our algorithm onsists of two level of dynami programming. The top level of dynamiprogramming is over the lique deomposition and within eah subproblems of this dynamiprogramming, we fous on the indued subgraph of the verties in Bt. Our �rst level ofdynami programming omputes the minimum size of a subgraph of Gt with a set of givendegree onstraints on the verties of At. These onstraints as before represent the degree ofeah vertex of At in the subgraph Ht := Gt[St], the trae of H in Gt, where St = S ∩V (Gt)and Ht = H∩Gt. An integral part of this two level dynami programming is a ombinatorialbound on the tree-width as a funtion of parameter for eah of Bt, after we have been able toremove apies Xt from Bt by making all possible hoies in whih they an interat with thedesired solution. The next two lemmas are used later to obtain this ombinatorial bound.Lemma 2 Let H = G[S] a onneted indued subgraph of G. The subgraph B̂t[S ∩ Bt] isonneted.The proof follows from the properties of tree-deomposition and the fat that At and As'sare liques in B̂t, here s is hild of t in T .Lemma 3 Let H = G[S] be the minimum onneted subgraph of G of minimum degree atleast three. The subgraph B̂t[St ∩ Bt \ Xt] has at most 3h + 1 onneted omponents.Proof: Let C1, . . . , Cr be the onneted omponents of B̂t[St ∩ Bt \ Xt]. We prove thatit is impossible to have r > 3h + 1. Suppose the onverse. For eah vertex v of Xt ∩ St,with degree dv in Ht, let bv be the minimum of dv and 3. Choose at most b onnetedomponents, overing at least b neighbors of v in Ht. We also add the onneted omponentwhih ontains all the verties of At \Xt (At forms a lique in B̂t). Let A be the union of allthe verties of these hosen onneted omponents. For eah hild s of t with As ∩ A 6= ∅,we infer that As \ Xt ⊂ A, sine As forms a lique in B̂t. Let us take the union of all theseverties in Ss, (Xt ∪ A) ∩ St, and S \ St. Let H ′ be the indued subgraph on these vertiesin G. We laim that H ′ has minimum degree at least three. This will give a ontradition.Indeed, assuming r > 3h + 1, we have |H ′| < |H |, beause there are some verties of HtRR n° 0123456789



16 O. Amini & I. Sau & S. Saurabhwhih are in some onneted omponent Ci whih do not interset H ′. To prove the laim,�rst note that the degree of eah vertex v of Xt ∩ V (H ′) in H ′ is at least three. This isbeause v has degree at least bv in H ′
t. If dv < 3, then v should be in At (if not, v has degree

dv < 3 in H , whih is impossible), and hene v is onneted to at least 3 − dv verties in
S \ St. But S \ St is inluded in H ′, and so every vertex of Xt ∩ H ′ have degree at leastthree in H ′. Now, we prove that every other vertex of H ′ has also degree at least three.This is trivially true for the verties of H \ Ht, beause of At ∩ H ⊂ H ′. Evey vertex in Ahas the same degree in both H ′ and H . The reason for this is that A is the union of someonneted omponents and no vertex of a A is to onneted to any other vertex in any otheromponent. This proves that every vertex in A has degree at least 3 in H ′. To onlude,we prove that the rest of the verties of H ′, i.e. the verties of H ′ \ (A ∪ (H \ Ht)), alsohave degree at least three in H ′. Remember that all these verties are in some Ss, for s,suh that As has a non empty intersetion with A. We laim that all these verties have thesame degree in both H and H ′. To prove this, note that H ′ ∩ As = H ∩ As for all suh s.Indeed, As \ Xt ⊂ A, and so As ⊂ A ∪ Xt. Let u be suh a vertex. We an suppose that
u /∈ Xt. If u ∈ As then learly u ∈ A, and so we are done. If u ∈ Ss \A, then every neighborof u is in Hs. But Hs ⊂ H ′ and so we are done. �We de�ne a oloring of At to be a funtion c : At ∩ S → {0, 1, 2, 3}. For i < 3, c(v) = imeans that the vertex v has degree i in the subgraph Ht of Gt that we are looking for and
c(v) = 3 means that v has degree at least three in Ht. By a(t, c) we denote the minimumsize of a subgraph of Gt with the presribed degrees aording to c in At. Now we desribethe di�erent steps of our algorithm.Reursively, starting from the leaves of T to the root, for eah node t ∈ V (T ) and forevery oloring c of At, we ompute a(t, c) based on the values of a(s, c) where s is a hildof t or store a(t, c) = +∞ if no suh subgraph exits. We desribe the various steps involvedin omputing a(t, c) for a �xed oloring c.(i) We guess a subset Rt ⊆ Xt \ At suh that Rt ⊆ St. We have at most 2h hoies for

Rt.(ii) For eah vertex v in Rt, we guess whether v is adjaent to a vertex of Bt\(Rt∪At), i.e.we test all the two olorings γ : Rt → {0, 1} suh that γ(v) = 1 means v is adjaentto a vertex of Bt \ (Rt ∪At). The number of suh olorings is at most 2h. For a �xedoloring γ, we guess one vertex in Bt \ (Rt ∪ At) whih we supppose to be in St, foreah of the vertex v in Rt, suh that γ(v) = 1. For eah oloring γ, we have at most
nh hoies for the new verties whih ould be inluded in St. If a vertex has γ(v) = 0,it is not allowed to be adjaent to any vertex of Bt beside the verties in At ∪Rt. Let
Dγ

t be these newly hosen verties at this level.(iii) Now we remove all the verties of Xt from Bt. Lemma 3 ensures that the induedgraph B̂t[St ∩Bt \Xt] has at most 3h+ 1 onneted omponents. Now we guess theseonneted omponents of B̂t[St ∩ Bt \ Xt] by guessing a vertex from these onneted
INRIA



Parameterized Complexity of the Smallest Degree Constraint Subgraph Problem 17omponents in Bt \ Xt. Sine we need to hoose at most 3h + 1 verties this way, wehave at most (3h + 1)n3h+1 new hoies. Let these newly hosen verties be F γ
t and

Rγ
t = Rt ∪ Dγ

t ∪ F γ
t ∪ {v ∈ At \ Xt | c(v) 6= 0}.Let G∗

t be the graph indued by the k-neighborhood of all verties of Rγ
t in B̂t \ Xt,i.e. G∗

t = (B̂t \ Xt)[N
k(Rγ

t )].(iv) Eah onneted omponent of G∗
t has diameter at most 2k in B̂t \Xt. As B̂t \Xt hasbounded loal tree-width, this implies that G∗

t has tree-width bounded by a funtion of
k. By the result of Demaine and Hajiaghayi [4℄, this funtion in the previous statementan be hosen to be linear.(v) In this step we �rst �nd a tree-deomposition (Tγ , {Up}) of G∗

t . Now sine As ∩ G∗
tis a lique it appears in a bag of this tree-deomposition. Let the node representingthis bag in this tree be p. Now we make a new bag ontaining the verties of As ∩G∗
tand make it a leaf of the tree Tγ by adding a node and onneting this node to p. Byabuse of notation, by s we denote this distinguished leaf ontaining the bag As ∩ G∗

t .We also add all the verties of At to all the bags of this tree-deomposition whih onlyinreases the bag size by at most h. Now we apply a dynami programming algorithmsimilar to the one we used for the bounded loal tree-width ase. Remember that foreah hild s of t, we have a leaf in this deomposition with the bag As ∩G∗
s . The aimis to �nd an indued subgraph whih respets all the hoies we made at earlier stepsabove, and whih has the minimum size.We start from the leaves of this deomposition Tγ and go to its root. At this point wehave all the values for a(s, c′), for all possible olorings c′ of As, where s is a hild of

t (beause of �rst level of dynami programming). Now to ompute a(t, c), we applythe dynami programming algorithm of Lemma 1 with the restrition that for eahdistinguished leaf s of this deomposition, we have already all the values a(s, c) for allolorings of As ∩ G∗
s (we extend this oloring to all As by giving the zero values toverties of As \G∗

s). Note that the only di�erene between this dynami programmingand the one of the Lemma 1 is the way we initialize the leaves of the tree.(vi) Return the minimum size of a subgraph with the degree onstraint c on At, among allthe subgraphs we found this way. Let a(t, c) be this minimum.(vii) If for some vertex t and a olouring c : At → {0, 3}, we have 1 ≤ a(t, c) ≤ k, returnYes. If not, we onlude that suh a subgraph does not exist.This ompletes the desription of the algorithm. Now we disuss the time omplexity of thealgorithm. Let CM be the onstant depending only on linear loal tree-width of the surfaesin whih M an not be embedded. For eah �xed oloring c, we need 4CM k(CMk +1)9n4h+1time to obtain a(t, c) where t ∈ T . Now, sine the number of oloring of eah At is at most
4h, and size of the lique-deomposition is O(n), we get the following theorem:
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18 O. Amini & I. Sau & S. SaurabhTheorem 5 Let C be a lass of graphs with exluded minor M . Then one an �nd an induedsubgraph of size at most k with degree at least 3 in C in time O(4O(k+h)(O(k))9nO(1)) wherethe onstants in the exponents depends only on M . That is MSMD3 is FPT on the lassof graphs exluding a minor M .Theorem 5 an be generalized to larger values of d with slight modi�ation. We statethe following theorem without a proof.Theorem 6 Let C be a lass of graphs with an exluded minor M . Then one an �nd an in-dued subgraph of size at most k with degree at least 3 in C in time O((d+1)O(k+h)(O(k))d2
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